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Broadband Hitless Bypass Switch for Integrated
Photonic Circuits
Hermann A. Haus, Miloš A. Popović, and Michael R. Watts

Abstract—A new microphotonic hitless switch is proposed.
By enabling continuous, uninterrupted transition to a bypass
path, it permits tuning of wavelength add–drop filters without
disturbing intermediate channels. The scheme comprises two
-type optical switches, antisymsymmetrically actuated, 2 2
metrically cascaded in a balanced Mach–Zehnder configuration,
differential phase shift in the interferometer arms. By
and a
symmetry, it provides for wavelength-independent hitless operation before, during and after switch reconfiguration, permitting
slow switching independent of bit rate. Compact implementations using high-index-contrast microelectromechanical-system
(MEMS)-actuated switches are proposed.
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YNAMIC reconfigurability is increasingly important in
wavelength-routing transparent optical networks [1]. As
a result, hitless tuning has become a prerequisite for prospective reconfigurable optical add–drop multiplexers (R-OADMs).
It requires that other wavelength channels be undisturbed (on
the granularity of single bits) during the reconfiguration of an
add–drop filter to a target wavelength or an off-state [2], [3].
Yet efficient means of hitless tuning for emerging microphotonic filter implementations are few [2]–[6], and a general approach is lacking. This is evidenced by the relatively commonplace adoption of the fundamentally lossy wavelength-blocker
R-OADM designs [7]. We propose a new generic hitless switch
that provides a general approach to broadband hitless tuning of
microphotonic filters.
A bypass scheme is one way to facilitate hitless switching
for a variety of reconfigurable devices. The input spectrum is
uniformly diverted to a bypass optical path, without interruption in express channels, permitting the component to be reconfigured (e.g., a filter to be tuned to a new channel). Within this
framework, one approach may involve fast switches that change
state much faster than the bit slot time to avoid bit loss. Such
switches are challenging to realize and do not scale up with bit
rate. A second approach is a “slow hitless switching” scheme
where switching time can be much slower than the bit slot time.
Here, a design must produce no bit loss before, during, and after
switching. Integrated optics is naturally suited to support such
designs via on-chip interferometry, and schemes of this type
have been investigated [4], [5].
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Fig. 1. (a) Basic waveguide geometry and (b) configuration of hitless switch
switches, with embedded reconfigurable device D .
based on
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In this letter, we propose a bypass scheme (Fig. 1) for a
general class of reconfigurable optical components, that is
-type switches and is hitless
based on a pair of identical
and broadband for the express spectrum by symmetry. To
circumvent switch-state-dependent phase introduced by
switches, the inputs of the second switch are reversed with
respect to the inputs of the first; and, a differential phase
shift is introduced in the interferometer arms [Fig. 1(b)]. For
hitless operation, the switches are synchronously actuated.
This is in contrast to approaches that imply feedback control or
careful adjustment of a phase element and/or one switch state
depending on the position of the other [5], [6]. For express
channels, the hitless scheme proposed is as broadband as the
phase shift introduced, notwithstanding the bandwidth of the
individual switches. We first demonstrate the hitless switching
concept. Then we describe implementations of broadband
phase shifts and of the hitless switch using high-index-contrast (HIC) waveguides and dielectric microelectromechanical
system (MEMS) actuation.
In the proposed hitless switching scheme (Fig. 1), one arm
of the interferometer contains the device to be reconfigured—a
wavelength-tunable channel add–drop filter—and the other arm
is free. Consider first the hitless switch without a filter. Each
optical switch is a directional coupler with power transfer
governed by the evanescent coupling strength and a controllable
propagation constant mismatch [8]. The couplers of the interferometer can be described by solutions of the coupled-mode
equations
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where
are guided mode envelope amplitudes in the two
waveguides, normalized with respect to true mode amplitudes
by the average propagation
. Here,
,
is the propagation constant mismatch,
is the coupling strength. Free choice of normalization aland
, real. The solution for propagation over a distance
lows
is found as [9]
(2)
where , , and
and

are real,
are the incident waves,
are the transmitted waves, and

Note that
, and transfer is controlled only by
and
. Now consider the interferometer formed by coupler
, two waveguides dephased by
, and a second coupler
(primed). The net transfer matrix is
(3)
(4)
, with
,
. For hitless operafor
tion, two elements of must have unity magnitude at all times
during reconfiguration, i.e., at all, including transient, states of
switches. It is desirable to employ identical switches,
the
actuated in unison, to improve fabrication error tolerance and
,
. During actuation, , ,
simplify control; then,
, and vary. For the switch to support hitless power transfer
from one arm to the other, two features are required: 1) the inmust be reversed relative to coupler , so
puts of coupler
, and 2) a differential phase shift in the intermethat
.
diate arms must be introduced,
and
have unity magnitude and
Then, matrix elements
the other two are zero, in all states of the compound switch. On
the other hand, operation varies the fraction of total power in
waveguide 1 as . To further enable full transfer of power be, and
which controls
tween one arm and the other,
the switching, varies from 0 for full transfer to
, higher nulls,
or asymptotically high values for null transfer. Fig. 2(a) shows
, the output port contains
that regardless of the switch state
,
).
all input power (without
This property depends only on the imposed symmetry conditions and introduced phase shift, and is subject only to the
bandwidth of the required phase shift, in the particular chosen
realization. For various values of phase error with respect to an
ideal phase shift, Fig. 2(b) (left axis) shows the range of excess insertion loss values that the hitless port traverses during a
switching operation. In the full or null transfer states, all light
traverses one arm and the shift is irrelevant. The 3-dB state
is most sensitive and incurs a 1-dB “hit loss” for 30% error in
the phase shift. This still permits bandwidths in the hundreds of
nanometers to be realized.
The simplest realization of a differential phase shift is a
, at center-band)
half-guided-wavelength length (
of waveguide. Group delay causes the phase shift to vary with

Fig. 2. (a) Response in arms and at hitless output in various states of the
switches. Symmetric error in coupling  l of
symmetrically actuated
10% affects arm responses, but hitless output remains unity; (b) deviation
from  differential phase shift deteriorates hitless output (left); deviation versus
wavelength for example phase shift realizations (right).
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wavelength, but the short length ensures reasonably large bandwidth. As an illustration, identical 0.5- m-thick slab waveguide
arms (TE) with core index 2.2 and cladding index 1.445 give
under 5% error in the phase shift over 140 nm, and negligible
hit loss (Fig. 2(b), right).
For wider bandwidths or lower hit loss, the dispersion of
the waveguides in the two interferometer arms may be engineered by using nonidentical cross sections. In the ideal case,
. In a band of interest near
, a first-order Taylor-series expansion of
in frequency
yields two requirements: a phase shift at a center frequency
, and equal group delay transit times across the two lengths.
Such designs are realizable. A pair of slabs as above, this time of
identical length, but of widths 0.5 and 0.9 m, yields a phase
difference within 5% over more than 900 nm [Fig. 2(b)].
Now, for a hitless-switchable device, the device (
or
) is
inserted in one arm of the switch [Fig. 1(b)]. Then, a second concern is that the inserted device, e.g., an add–drop filter, may alter
the phase balance. If the device adds excessive parasitic phase
and dispersion over the express wavelength range that requires
hitless operation, it must be compensated by design in one of
the arms to restore a phase shift. Fig. 3 shows simulated dropand through-port responses of a third-order microring-resonator
example filter within a hitless switch, for various switch states
. The filter, shown on a 100-GHz channel grid, has 4-THz
free-spectral range and ring-bus and ring-ring couplings of 7%,
0.08%. Hitless switching from dropping a channel to complete
bypass is shown, whereupon the filter may be tuned to a new
channel. The filter has excess dispersion outside its channel
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Fig. 4. MEMS-actuated hitless switch implementation: (a) multilayer
waveguide switch layout, in folded geometry using one membrane, and (b) a
switch cross section.
vertically actuated MEMS

1

Fig. 3. Hitless switching of a third-order microring-resonator filter: (a) dropand (b) through-port responses versus switch bar-state r .

window. It contributes a phase that leads to a parasitic hit loss
of 0.4 dB at adjacent channel edges. This may be reduced by
improved designs of the filter.
switches were not required for hitless recomBroadband
bining, but are necessary to route the operating spectrum fully
to the tunable filter or the bypass path.
We describe a compact implementation employing an HIC
waveguide switch with MEMS-actuated dielectric slab perturbation. Due to exponentially vanishing evanescent fields of
a guided mode, short couplers are more broadband than long
strong coupling, hence high index contrast,
ones. For
is required to achieve switching.
is desirable. Then, large
A dielectric slab that interacts with the evanescent field of a
waveguide and can be physically positioned by a MEMS assembly into proximity or contact with the waveguide can properturbation. Operation of one such switch, in
vide strong
a vertical geometry where the coupler waveguides are in different lithographic layers and the slab moves up and down, is
detuning, the
illustrated in Fig. 4(b). In addition to a strong
slab “pulls” the guided mode of the top waveguide toward it,
thus also reducing the coupling and further increasing the
ratio that is relevant for switching. A disadvantage of a two-layer
configuration is that the waveguides must swap layers in the
for the
intermediate arms in order to provide an opposite
second switch as required. This requires interlayer optical coupling that can be achieved with adiabatically tapered coupler
designs. A symmetric hitless switch design with equal lengths
of each layer guide ensures balanced losses and optical length.
A folded geometry may then provide symmetric switch actuation, where one MEMS slab acts over both the input and output
switch-coupler [Fig. 4(a)].
We have proposed a hitless switch design to enable broadband hitless tuning of microphotonic filters in R-OADMs,
and a compact realization based on MEMS. Alternatively,

single-lithographic-layer MEMS-perturbation schemes may be
pursued akin to similar ones used for variable resonator couswitch and
pling [10]. More generally, any realization of a
a phase shift will work. The present hitless switch concept
can be generalized, to address a larger class of problems. This
will be the subject of a future publication.
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